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The third paragraph of Article 33 of Constitution of the People's Republic of 
China provides: "The state respects and preserves human rights." However, there is 
hidden unequal social rights experience behind the social and livelihood issues. Forty 
percent of middle and high-income groups want better social living conditions but 
could not consume peacefully. If they could not coexistence and feel common 
prosperity in the social life, are the social rights real? Forty percent middle and 
low-income groups maintain a certain living conditions, but could not coexist in 
situation of economic and social equality. Are the social rights real? This study 
discussed the reality of social rights from three dimensions which are basic judgment, 
fact judgment and value judgment. How does the concept of equality and coexistence 
of social rights become an objective of social existence? Is the knowledge of social 
rights consistent with the concept of social rights based on social rights experience of 
the subject of social rights? What value should be insisted on in order to promote 
social rights experience to generate real social rights awareness? We try to answer 
these questions. Let individual live a real life that is affected by social rights, then 
become a true subject of social rights, is the purpose of these discussions finally 
points. 
First of all, the basic judgment of the reality of social rights is to find objective 
existence of social rights from ontology dimension, that is, to describe the objective 
process of social rights as human rights and as itself. In the process of analyzing the 
reality of social rights from the dimension of basic judgment, this thesis discussed the 
concept of equality and coexistence and specific rights system of social rights from a 
perspective of historical materialism laterally and lengthways. 
Secondly, although the pursuit of equality and coexistence specific rights is 
indeed an objective existence, the subjective experience of social rights is not 
necessarily a basis of social rights understanding which is in line with objective truth 
of social rights. That means the social rights subjective understanding of social rights 
is not necessarily true. Thus, from the perspective of understanding, we made the fact 
judgment of the reality of social rights. In the process of making fact judgment, this 
thesis selected a perspective of social rights experience of the subject. Based on the 














rights is the concept of equality and coexistence or not. 
Thirdly, social rights understanding arise from social rights facts. It is a process 
of analyzing the reality of social rights understanding from the object to the subject. 
This process is primarily cognitive judgment of "Yes or No". The questioning of the 
inconformity between social rights understanding and social rights objective truth, as 
well as how to promote understanding of social rights to consistent with objective 
truth formed in historical development, is a process from subject to object of 
controlling reality of social rights. This process is primarily value judgment of 
"should or should not". 
In the process of making "value judgment" of the reality of social rights, the 
thesis selected obligation perspective of rights study. If the obligation does not exist, 
then the right itself is false. If the corresponding obligations could not truly exist, then 
the rights understanding of the rights subject is false. The occurrence of rights 
experience depends on "should act" that is performed by the subjects on three levels 
of ethics, law and actuality. Obligation is the fundamental motivation of rights 
understanding based on rights experience. Thus, to analyze "should act" of obligation 
and to identify real reason of existence of obligation both are powerful confirmation 
of real rights. There are views of humanity as a whole, individuals of society and the 
member of society as citizen to measure obligations of social rights. Social inevitable 
requirement means dual satisfaction of human requirements of both natural and social 
attributes. Thus, the main contents of value judgment are social rights obligation 
subject should make actions to meet the aspirations, expectations and requirements of 
social rights subject. In this regard, the thesis analyzed the value judgment of social 
rights obligations of state, society and citizen from three aspects of social 
emancipation requirements of human, individual coexistence aspirations and citizen 
expectations in obligation. In order to open the way to approach real social rights, 
acoording to the rule of law and social management innovation, all levels of 
government on behalf of the state should adhere to ensure social rights by law, 
enhance the effectiveness of the legal system of social rights, and guide social 
organizations and individuals to play a positive and constructive social rights 
obligations by law.  
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